People Solutions
OVERVIEW

Consultel Solutions’ People Solutions is borne from our
expertise in attracting and retaining highly skilled
workers across a broad range of new technologies.
Whilst the goal of recruitment - to source quality
and motivated people - remains unchanged,
we have adapted to the technological and
economic shifts in sourcing talent. We can
help you augment your existing workforce
strategies with innovative talent sourcing
solutions and expand your access to
talent through our candidate pool.

Talent Augmentation

Workforce MSP

What is the service?

What is the service?

Consultel Solutions covers the end-to-end sourcing process and
places skilled candidates in a variety of work arrangements. We
provide niche talent sourcing services for organisations seeking
specialised skill sets across: ICT and Engineering, Supply Chain
Management and Customer Service, Sales, Marketing & CX. This
means we have access to a network of high calibre candidates
suitable for unique requirements. We focus on finding the right
people and deliver via state-of-the-art candidate sourcing
software.

We offer a holistic Managed Service Provider (MSP) procure to pay
solution, providing access to talent that is managed by a single
provider. This model can include sourcing services, contractor
management and payroll services, migration services and
outsourced HR.

What are the benefits?

What are the benefits?

We understand the intricacies of the contingent workforce and
how these arrangements can work compliantly for your business.

Active talent network

Purity of focus

Tap into Consultel Solutions’ niche, active and
global network of professionals to secure talent
and onboard them with speed

for the customer to talent, with one account
manager across the procurement chain

Industry specialists

Full compliance

with a technical understanding to ensure that
your current and evolving business needs are
correctly paired with the required talent

through control and governance of your
engagement channels across all worker types

Strategic workforce planning

Visibility of customer needs

courtesy of Consultel Solutions’ years of
experience with niche customer needs, and a
consultative approach to talent sourcing that
anticipates industry demands

through superior business intelligence with spend
and headcount derived from a single source
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